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CROSS CUT FULLY BATTENED MAINSAIL

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

KEVLAR HIGH PERFORMANCE 
RACE 
Dimension FLXA

STANDARD CRUISE DACRON
Dimension TNF

STANDARD CRUISE DACRON
Challenge High Mod (White / Cream 
/ Tan)

PREMIUM CRUISE DACRON
Dimension AP

PREMIUM COLOURED CRUISE 
DACRON
Dimension AP UV Cream

BLUE WATER CRUISE
Dimension Hydra Net

KEVLAR OFFSHORE 
PERFORMANCE RACE
Dimension FLXA C/W single or 
double sided Polyester woven taffeta 
for added durability.
PENTEX CLUB RACE
Dimension FLXP

PENTEX OFFSHORE CLUB RACE
Dimension FLXP C/W single or 
double sided Polyester woven taffeta 
for added durability

HIGH ASPECT PREMIUM DACRON
Dimension SF / Contender High 
Aspect Dacron
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CROSS CUT FULLY BATTENED MAINSAIL

Still the most common and suitable option for the majority of cruising or cruiser / racer boats. A cross 
cut sail is simple, durable and economic. Radial style woven fabric is simply not stable enough to 
make a long lasting radial sail, Westaway only recommend radial construction for laminate fabrics; any 
performance advantage a new radial Dacron sail will be soon offset by the sail shape ‘ballooning’ as 
it ages. Mainsails are usually high aspect as a result we use an all purpose or high aspect yet tightly 
woven Dacron. This ensures that the sail will be long lasting in both durability and shape retention. Fully 
battened Mainsails include Sailman anti twist and anti shatter battens, sail numbers, class insignia, tell 
tales, draft stripes, sail bag and optional number of reefs. The foot attachment can be via a bolt rope or 
loose however a shelf foot with bolt rope is optional. See our separate page for information on our quality 
luff slide options.

Anti-chafe webbing along
BOTH sides of batten pockets.

Sailman adjustable ‘batten tensioning’ 
luff receptacle to suit pressure 
absorbing slide of your choice.

Non-shattering & anti-twist
Epoxy or Fibreglass battens.

Luff reef ‘spectacle’ stainless steel 
rings & webbing luff handle to aid 

pulling sail down & reefing.

Leech line cleats at clew & reefs with 
option of overhead leech line allowing 

leech line to be adjusted at gooseneck.

Anti-chafe 3-step 
stitched seams.


